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Moment of Tranquility

Michi WOOG BANG

Physical and emotional connection to place.

experience of nature's tranquility is heightened by
interdependence in the atmospheric landscapes and the
place. The physical elements and forces of nature are

the complex surface textures and an accurate sense of

This painting, Moment of Tranquility, explores metaphors of
build structures that give land and clouds form and meaning.
connectedness: layers of paint, like the layers of time.
I portray captured moments in time, allowing an emotional
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From the Arts Centre

exhibition of the 7th Muswellbrook Art Prize.

We are pleased to announce the Muswellbrook Art Prize. This year’s Art Prize is open to all artists across the country. This has always attracted artists across the country. The Prize has always attracted artists from across Australia and has always had an open entry. The Prize is not easy to win, but it attracts entries from across Australia and across the world. Since 1928, the Muswellbrook Art Prize has grown and education and artistic support have increased. The Muswellbrook Art Prize Committee saw the need for a major, multi-disciplinary exhibition of the best sixty-plus years of art with a range of artists from across Australia. The Prize is open to all artists, and the Selection Committee, chaired by Nicholas Wilson, are pleased to welcome Nicholas Wilson, Chairman of the Hunter Regional Arts Centre, and Peter Laful, the first Australian to win the Prize. The Prize has become a major event in the cultural life of the Hunter Region. The Prize is now known as the Muswellbrook Art Prize.

The Prize is now open to all artists, and the selection committee, chaired by Nicholas Wilson, are pleased to welcome Nicholas Wilson, Chairman of the Hunter Regional Arts Centre, and Peter Laful, the first Australian to win the Prize. The Prize has become a major event in the cultural life of the Hunter Region. The Prize is now known as the Muswellbrook Art Prize.

The incorporation of a Muswellbrook Art Prize is expected to promote Australian art, the Prize winning works, to form an exhibition of Australian art in the Hunter Region. The Prize winning works will be on display at the Upper Hunter Cultural Centre in the works of the Hunter Regional Arts Centre’s main exhibition of the Regional Art Prize. The Prize winning works will be on display at the Upper Hunter Cultural Centre in the works of the Hunter Regional Arts Centre’s main exhibition of the Regional Art Prize.